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a b s t r a c t
Layers of Nd-doped lead zirconate titanate (PZT) with Ag/Pd electrodes were stressed by DC voltage at about
500 °C. Under ﬁeld, a black “color” front, visible in dark-ﬁeld optical microscopy, moved from the cathode into
the PZT. The PZT layer became highly conducting after some time but degradation was localized to a nearsurface zone and could be removed mechanically, leaving an insulating core bulk zone of PZT with the color
front still visible. The time-dependent motion of this color front and the electrical properties of the insulating
PZT core bulk zone were investigated upon ﬁeld and during subsequent relaxation. The results suggest that a redistribution of lead vacancies and built-up of space charge zones at grain boundaries with oxygen vacancy accumulation cause the blackening and conductivity changes. Density of states (DOS) and optical absorption spectra
were obtained from density functional theory (DFT) based calculations for several defects in PZT and show that
blackening is expected for an increased oxygen vacancy concentration.
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
Owing to its advantageous ferroelectric, piezoelectric, and pyroelectric properties, perovskite-type lead zirconate titanate (PZT) has found
its way into numerous technical applications. PZT is employed in devices
as diverse as ferroelectric memories (FeRAM) [1,2], sensor applications
[3,4], mobile energy conversion [5], and electrooptics [6]. Particularly in
the ﬁeld of piezoelectric transducers, PZT is the leading material nowadays. Different kinds of bulk and multilayer actuators are used, e.g., for
ultrasound generation, nano-positioners, and in fuel injectors for Diesel
engines [7,8]. As all applications rely on insulating ceramics, resistance
degradation, i.e., the decrease/loss of the insulation resistance upon
long times of ﬁeld stress, is a serious issue limiting the lifetime of
electroceramic devices.
Resistance degradation may result from two major sources: ﬁrst,
electrode material may migrate into or onto the ceramics. For operating
conditions below 100 °C and some humidity present, especially silver
migration from silver-containing electrodes is a well-known phenomenon that leads to dendrite formation at the cathode and ﬁnally to electrical shorts [9,10]. Ag ﬁlaments were identiﬁed as a possible failure
mode in PZT capacitors under humid conditions [11]. However, also at
higher temperatures (around 500 °C) and thus for negligible
humidity-related failure, resistance degradation was reported with silver precipitation on the surface of PZT and along grain boundaries;
⁎ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: j.ﬂeig@tuwien.ac.at (J. Fleig).

details on the corresponding degradation mechanism are given in
Refs. [12–14]. Similar phenomena with cation motion in oxide thin
ﬁlms and conducive ﬁlament formation are further found in room temperature resistive switching cells based on the electrochemical metallization mechanism [15–17].
The second important effect that may cause resistance degradation
in oxide electroceramics is the motion of point defects. Oxygen vacancies are of special importance in this respect, as they are generally the
most mobile ionic defect much below the sintering temperature of
perovskite-type ceramics. Subjected to an electric ﬁeld, oxygen vacancies can migrate towards the cathode and when being blocked there,
characteristic concentration proﬁles can arise (oxygen stoichiometry
polarization). In several studies, the importance of oxygen vacancies
in resistance degradation was demonstrated, for example, in acceptordoped SrTiO3 or BaTiO3 [18–20]. The concentrations of electronic species (holes and electrons) adapt to the changed local oxygen vacancy
concentration in order to maintain charge neutrality and the anodic region becomes strongly hole conducting while in the cathodic region
high electron conductivity may be found. La-donor-doped SrTiO3, in
contrast, does not show resistance degradation since donor doping suppresses the oxygen vacancy formation [18].
PZT and its modiﬁcations differ from BaTiO3 or SrTiO3 in that volatile
PbO leads to increased and usually unknown cation and anion vacancy
concentrations [21]. Hence, even donor-doped PZT may contain oxygen
vacancies at a level that might cause signiﬁcant resistance changes
when being redistributed under high ﬁelds. In donor-doped PZT under
ﬁeld load, resistance variations up to a factor of about ﬁve were reported
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on rather short time scales at high temperatures (ca. 350–500 °C) and
attributed to the motion of oxygen vacancies [22,12]. Moreover, by
means of impedance spectroscopy, the formation of electroactive interface regions at the electrodes upon cyclic [23,24] or unipolar ﬁeld stress
[25] was shown. However, a major degradation process of donor-doped
PZT with silver-containing electrodes at temperatures far above 100 °C
is the formation of metallic paths (see above). The relevance of additional defect redistribution in PZT under high ﬁelds can easily be
masked by the drastic resistance changes due to conductive ﬁlament
formation, particularly when relying on electrical conductivity measurements only.
Stoichiometry polarization in ionic solids, i.e., the built-up of defect concentration proﬁles, does not only affect the conductivity
but is also often accompanied by changes in the optical appearance
(electrocoloration). For SrTiO3 [18], BaTiO3 [26], LiNbO3 [27] and
other oxides like yttria-stabilized zircona (YSZ) [28], colored fronts
were observed to propagate from the electrodes into the bulk
when a voltage was applied. The effects were generally associated
with oxygen vacancy motion and their accumulation at the cathode,
i.e., with the stoichiometry polarization already discussed above. In
PZT, ﬁeld-induced darkening was also observed at temperatures
above the Curie point [22]. Blackening of PZT was further reported
to occur without electric ﬁeld upon annealing in reducing atmospheres [29,30] and was explained by either increased oxygen vacancy concentrations or protons incorporated into the PZT matrix.
More systematic investigations on the time, ﬁeld, and temperature
dependence of optical changes in PZT may lead to a substantial
gain of knowledge on the motion of defects upon ﬁeld load and on
its relevance for resistance degradation.
In this study, we analyzed color changes in donor-doped PZT layers
with Ag containing electrodes at elevated temperatures (above the
Curie temperature). Strong resistance degradation due to metal ﬁlament formation in near-surface regions are only brieﬂy touched upon;
the corresponding results are detailed in a recent series of publications
[12–14]. Rather, focus is laid on the processes taking place in the core
bulk, which remained highly resistive during resistance degradation of
the PZT layer. In order to identify defects or defect complexes that
could explain the experimental observations, we further performed ab
initio density functional theory (DFT) calculations on PZT with a composition of Pb(Ti0.5Zr0.5)O3, i.e., near the morphotropic phase boundary,
using WIEN2k—an augmented plane wave plus local orbitals program
for calculating crystal properties [31–34].

2. Experimental
2.1. Sample preparation
Samples for degradation experiments were prepared from 1.5 mol%
Nd donor-doped PZT multilayer actuator stacks (Epcos OHG, Member of
TDK-EPC Corporation, Deutschlandsberg, AT). The polycrystalline PZT
layers had a thickness of 80 μm and were separated by interdigital
electrodes of silver/palladium (ratio 75/25). Pieces of about
7 × 5 × 1 mm3 were cut from a stack using a Silicon Carbide Cut-off
Wheel 10S15 (Struers, Denmark) in a Struers Secotom-10 (feed
rate ~ 0.05 mm/s; Struers, Denmark). In order to access each PZT
layer individually, the current collectors of the stacks were removed.
Hence, degradation experiments could be separately performed on
numerous individual layers within a single sample. Top and bottom
sides of the samples were ground manually with SiC grinding paper
nos. 1000, 2400, and 4000 (Struers, Denmark) and sometimes additionally polished with 1 μm diamond suspension (DiaPro Nap B;
TegraPol-31 in manual operation; Struers, Denmark). Polished samples were cleaned with acetone for 30 s in an ultrasonic bath. A
sketch of the resulting sample and the measuring procedure is
shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental setup with a PZT sample in a typical capacitor design including
interdigital electrodes of a Ag/Pd alloy. The sample is located on a heating stage, tungsten
carbide (WC) probe needles were used for contacting the electrodes. (b) Top view of the
PZT sample with direction of the applied electrical ﬁeld.

2.2. Field load and resistance degradation
Degradation experiments were carried out in ambient atmosphere.
Samples were placed on a ceramic heating stage (Linkam, UK)
(see Fig. 1), heated up to a ﬁxed temperature (mostly 500 °C set temperature of the ceramic heater) and (thermally) equilibrated for about
10 min. Note that samples were only heated from the bottom side and
hence the top side had a lower temperature due to heat dissipation.
The difference to the set temperature is in the range of 30 °C [22,35].
Temperatures stated in the following are set temperatures.
Two adjacent inner electrodes, i.e., one individual PZT layer of the
stack, were contacted by tungsten carbide needles (American Probe &
Technologies, USA) using micro-manipulators (cf. Fig. 1). During
contacting and degradation, the samples were observed via an optical
microscope (Mitutoyo, Japan) placed above the heating stage. Before
applying a DC load, impedance spectra were acquired with an Alpha-A
High Resolution Dielectric Analyzer (Novocontrol, Germany) in the frequency range of 106 Hz to 1 Hz with a rms voltage of 0.01 V. Impedance
spectra were evaluated by complex non-linear least square ﬁtting
(CNLS) using the software ZView (Scribner, USA).
For the actual degradation, a 2611 System SourceMeter (Keithley,
USA) was connected to the sample. An additional series resistor of
100 Ω was employed in order to limit heat dissipation in the ﬁnal
phase of the degradation. Voltages U between 2 V and 100 V were chosen and held constant during degradation. For many experiments, U
was set to 10 V, corresponding to an electric ﬁeld of 1250 kV/cm. Currents (I) were limited to Imax = 100 mA by the hardware—i.e., the voltage was reduced automatically as soon as I N Imax. For data analysis,
sample resistances were calculated according to Ohm's law R = U/I,
the respective 100 Ω series resistance was subtracted. When the
stressed layer reached a stable low-ohmic state, degradation was
stopped by quenching to room temperature: contact needles were removed and the sample transferred to a metal surface within 10 s.

2.3. Optical and electrical characterization of the degraded layer
Further investigation took place on quenched samples at room temperature after completed degradation. The optical appearance of
stressed layers was analyzed by an AxioImager M1m microscope
(Zeiss, Germany) in bright-ﬁeld and dark-ﬁeld mode. Images of different magniﬁcation (50-fold to 500-fold) were acquired with an
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integrated AxioCam MRc 5 ccd camera (Zeiss, Germany), using proprietary Zeiss Software AxioVision (Zeiss, Germany)—including corrections
of white balance, light exposure, contrast, and gamma. The effects of
ﬁeld-induced coloration could only be seen in dark-ﬁeld mode.
In order to get access to changes of core bulk properties, nearsurface PZT material was removed from degraded samples by manual
polishing (SiC grinding paper nos. 1000, 2400, and 4000; 1 μm diamond
suspension; see above) on the top and bottom side (z-direction). The
sample thickness was determined by a micrometer screw (Mitutoyo,
Japan) before and after thinning. Polished samples were then again
characterized by optical microscopy at room temperature and by impedance spectroscopy (microcontact setup, instrument, and measurement parameters, see above) between 500 °C and 600 °C.
3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1. Resistance degradation
In the investigated temperature range, the impedance spectrum of
an unstressed PZT layer consists of a single semicircle in the complex
impedance plane (Fig. 2a) and can be modeled by one RC element. For
more accurate ﬁts, constant phase elements (CPE) with impedance
ZCPE = (iω)−nQ−1 rather than ideal capacitors (C) were used. Capacitances were then calculated from ﬁt parameters Q and n according to
[36]

1=n
C ¼ R1‐n Q

ð1Þ

Changes of the spectrum shape at temperatures above 600 °C indicating onset of ion conduction [37] as well as slow changes of the absolute resistance values due to equilibration of the defect concentration by
gas exchange [38] are not considered here.
After applying a DC voltage to a single PZT layer, the resistance decreased. A typical R(t) curve for 10 V voltage load and 500 °C is shown
in Fig. 2b. A phase with resistance ﬂuctuations is followed by a period
of strong resistance decrease, and ﬁnally a low-resistive state was
established. During the degradation process, silver precipitates become
visible on the surface of the PZT: small metallic drops ﬁrst occur close to
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the anode shortly after applying a voltage (Fig. 2c). In the course of degradation, the area with precipitates extends towards the cathode
(Fig. 2d) and may ultimately cover the whole stressed layer. However,
resistance depth proﬁling [13] and conductive atomic force microscopy
(c-AFM) [14] on similar samples revealed that these silver surface precipitates do not cause the low-resistive state but rather are a side effect
of resistance degradation. Responsible for the loss of insulation resistance are conductive silver paths (ﬁlaments) formed along grain boundaries inside the PZT ceramics.
The processes leading to the silver precipitates and ﬁlaments in our
PZT layers of 80 μm electrode distance (y-direction in Fig. 1) are probably
strongly related to the conductive ﬁlament formation in resistive
switching cells based on cation motion (thickness in the sub μm range)
[15–17]. Details on the corresponding phenomena in our donor-doped
PZT layers are given elsewhere [12–14]. There it is also shown that the
formation of the conductive silver paths is restricted to a near-surface
zone with a thickness up to a few 10 μm (z-direction in Fig. 1). Mechanical
stress caused by segregation of silver to grain boundaries can be released
most favorably close to the surface and this is assumed to be the reason
for the localization of the strongly degraded zone to near-surface regions
[13]. The highly conductive near-surface zone of the PZT layers can be removed mechanically, leaving insulating PZT—the so-called core bulk
zone. This core bulk layer is in the focus of the given study and in the following all results were obtained after removal of the surface precipitates
(optical properties) or of the entire highly conductive degradation zone
(optical and electrical properties) by polishing/grinding, see Section 2.
This means that extensive formation of conductive silver ﬁlaments
takes place in our PZT samples but is not further considered in this
paper. Rather, additional processes occurring in the oxide under voltage
load are in the focus of research
3.2. Optical properties of the core bulk—electrocoloration
Because of its large band gap of about 3.66 eV [39], PZT is in principle
transparent for visible light. Lattice defects, grain boundaries or cracks,
and pores may lead to optical changes and make the material semitransparent or opaque. The polycrystalline material used in this study was
semitransparent—having a grey color but features up to several 10 μm
below a polished PZT surface could still be focused in the microscope.

Fig. 2. (a) Typical Nyquist plot of the impedance of PZT between two electrodes, the ﬁt (solid line) is based on one R-CPE element. (b) Typical degradation curve for a sample stressed with
10 V at 500 °C. In the beginning, the resistance decreases continuously. After a certain (statistically varying) time, ﬂuctuations over an order of magnitude occur. The resistance further
decreases and ﬁnally stabilizes at a low level of about 15 Ω. (c) and (d) Simultaneously, silver precipitates form on the sample surface—emerging close to the anode (lower electrode)
and moving toward the cathode. (c) Light microscopy image (bright ﬁeld) after 20 min DC load. (d) Image after 80 min.
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When subjected to an electric ﬁeld for some time, the stressed PZT
layers appeared darker than unstressed material. After polishing away
all surface precipitates, coloration became clearly visible. Fig. 3a, b
shows two layers degraded at 500 °C with different voltages (2 V and
50 V, respectively).
The intensity and distribution of the coloring depends on the applied
electric ﬁeld. For samples degraded with 5 V or less, the layer appeared
slightly darkened and brindled, but still semitransparent (Fig. 3a). For
higher voltages, PZT regions close to the negative cathode became
black and nontransparent for optical light. In the following, this is referred to as blackening (see Fig. 3b for 50 V). Light brown brindled structures are found along the blackening front. Moreover, the near-anode
bulk had also slightly darkened but stayed semitransparent. In contrast
to the resistance degradation zone with a depth of usually a few ten μm
[13,14], the coloration proﬁle between two electrodes in y-direction is
essentially homogeneous in z-direction, i.e., across the sample thickness, cf. Fig. 3c. Only close to the surfaces—especially at the side where
conducting paths exist and energy dissipation during degradation was
maximal—blackening and brown structures appear weaker.
In order to analyze the color front in some distance from the electrode, samples were ground in the x-z-plane thus removing either the
anode or the cathode of a degraded layer and also a small part of the
PZT layer (see Fig. 4a). Most of the stressed PZT remained on top of
the respective counter electrode. The image of a polished sample with
removed cathode after 10 V bias at 500 °C shows that the blackening
is not completely homogeneous in the x–y plane but includes a number
of bright spots with a typical size of a few 10 μm in diameter through
which the counter electrode (here the anode) can still be seen (Fig. 4b).
The time-dependent propagation of the blackening front was studied in a multi-step experiment with degradation of several PZT layers
by different periods of time. First, one layer of a multilayer stack piece
was degraded, quenched to room temperature, and then ground in a
ﬂat angle, thus partly removing the cathode, cf. sketch in Fig. 5a. Thus,
the degraded 80 μm layers are projected to a much longer distance
and the width of the color front (in y-direction) became better visible
than in Fig. 3. The corresponding optical images are given in Fig. 5b/c
for a degradation time of 4600 s (10 V, 500 °C). The curved shape of
the electrode in Fig. 5c is simply caused by the non-ideality of the

polishing plane (laterally slightly varying angle). Images for different
degradation times were obtained by degrading further layers for a speciﬁed time, quenching the sample, grinding the sample along the same
plane as before until the relevant layer became exposed to the surface,
and acquiring an optical image.
Some resulting images for several different degradation times are
summarized in Fig. 6a. Since the degradation procedures of different
layers within one sample were performed subsequently, each degraded
layer was again exposed to high temperature while another layer was
upon ﬁeld stress. This (unintended) annealing of already degraded layers
without ﬁeld also reveals information, whether the color front diminishes
while keeping the layer at elevated temperature. An example of a layer
after electrocoloration (6000 s at 10 V) and subsequently N 10000 s at
500 °C is shown in Fig. 6b.
Three results become obvious: (i) a ﬁrst darkening close to the cathode is observed already after 900 s. Under DC load, the front moves toward the anode and between 3000 s and 4600 s the darkening front
reaches the middle of the layer. (ii) Long times under electric ﬁeld do
not lead to a further movement of the coloration front towards the
anode. (iii) Keeping a degraded layer at the degradation temperature
does not remove the coloration effect even for times being much longer
than the actual degradation time. However, discoloration is possible:
Fig. 7 shows that the blackening of the layers disappeared after exposing
the sample to 600 °C for 16 h. Here, annealing was performed in pure
oxygen but in other experiments, the same discoloration was also
found when exposing the sample to ambient air.
3.3. Electrical properties of the core bulk in degraded PZT
After quenching to room temperature, all conduction paths causing
the low-resistive state of degraded PZT layers were eliminated by
grinding-off several 10 μm material from both the top and bottom side
of the sample [12–14]. The resulting samples were highly resistive at
room temperature and additional degradation experiments on similarly
prepared samples clearly showed that the remaining part of PZT (core
bulk) essentially behaved like virgin PZT in terms of the resistance degradation described in Section 3.1. Impedance spectra of degraded layers as
well as of undegraded reference layers in the same multilayer sample

Fig. 3. Dark-ﬁeld images of PZT samples after removal (polishing) of the surface precipitates: (a) 500 °C, 2 V and (b) 500 °C, 50 V. (c) Homogeneous blackening of the degraded layer
throughout the entire sample thickness is visible in the side view (520 °C, 10 V).
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Fig. 4. (a) Sketch of the experiment with ﬁeld driven coloration and subsequent grinding step parallel to the electrodes. (b) Degraded layer with bright spots. The cathode resp. anode was
removed by grinding and polishing, leaving several 10 μm PZT above the counter electrode. The blackened sublayer is not homogeneous, but perforated by regions of transparent PZT.

were measured at elevated temperature. An example is given in Fig. 8a for
a layer degraded at 500 °C (50 V) and measured at 460 °C. The degraded
layer had an even higher overall resistance than the undegraded one.
More importantly, in contrast to one arc found for undegraded layers,
the spectrum of the degraded layer showed two overlapping, depressed
arcs in the complex impedance plane. The data could be reasonably well
ﬁtted to a series connection of two R-CPE elements. The optical appearance of degraded layers might suggest attribution of these two arcs to
the two visible sub-layers, the strongly darkened one on the cathode
side and the only slightly colored one near to the anode. However, a
more detailed analysis revealed that the situation is more complex.
Capacitances can be calculated from the CPE and R values according to
Eq. (1). The inverse sum of the two capacitances is very close to the inverse capacitance of the undegraded layer, indicating that still the entire
PZT core bulk contributes to the dielectric response. When assuming the
same permittivity for both serial sample regions visible in the spectra, the
thickness ratio of the corresponding regions is roughly 1:5. This does not
ﬁt to the thickness ratio of the coloration zones. Rather, such a capacitance ratio is expected for a sample with grain and grain boundary resistances, if resistive grain boundaries are caused by a depletion space
charge of substantial thickness w (in the range of 100–200 nm). This is
not unrealistic in our PZT with its high permittivity ε and low bulk conpﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
centration of mobile charge carriers (c) since w∝ ε=c.

Also, the annealing behavior of these PZT layers is rather complex.
During annealing of a sample at 600 °C, the impedance spectra changed
continuously and after 16 h at 600 °C the formerly degraded and the
undegraded layers showed almost identical spectra; the time dependence of the total resistance is shown in Fig. 8b. In this case, the pronounced coloration proﬁle had almost completely vanished (cf. Fig. 7).
However, also annealing at 500 °C leads to drastic resistance changes,
the larger of the two resistances in the spectra of degraded layers even
passes through a maximum (Fig. 8c), while its capacitance strongly decreases (Fig. 8d). In Fig. 8d, it is also shown that the sample capacitance
−1
= C−1
CS calculated from C−1
s
1 + C2 remains almost constant and is essentially at the value of the total capacitance of the undegraded layer. At
this annealing temperature, the coloration front remained visible on the
same time scale. Hence, the splitting of the spectra into two parts and
their respective relaxation are not simply the electrical counter part of
the visible optical changes.
Some of these results ﬁnd similarities in literature: a formation of
sub-layers beneath the electrodes of fatigued PZT has also been reported
in Ref. [23,24], even though these samples were treated with bipolar
ﬁeld load (resulting in symmetric sub-layers beneath both electrodes)
at temperatures below TC. The ﬁndings were explained by the pile up
of oxygen vacancies near the electrodes; electrocoloration was not reported. Zhao et al. performed highly accelerated lifetime tests on a
PMN-PT single crystal [25] and they also observed the formation of an
additional RC element (interface effect) in series with the standard
ionic/electronic-conduction circuit during degradation.
3.4. Discussion of the defect chemical origin of electrocoloration and
resistance changes in PZT

Fig. 5. (a) Sketch of the grinding step after the degradation of a layer in a PZT stack piece.
(b) View onto the PZT sample from the top. (c) Side view with clearly visible blackened
layer (500 °C, 10 V, 4600 s).

Pb(Zr0.48Ti0.52)O3 was found to blacken upon annealing in reducing
atmosphere [29], and this was associated with the release of oxygen,
i.e., the introduction of oxygen vacancies; the coloration was reversible
by annealing in O2. Electronic band structure calculations for PbTiO3 revealed that oxygen vacancies introduce a donor level in the band gap, enabling the absorption of visible light. Our DFT calculations (Section 4)
show that also in PZT close to the morphotropic phase boundary oxygen
vacancies can change optical properties. At ﬁrst glance, one might therefore conclude that ﬁeld driven changes of oxygen vacancy concentrations
(similar to those in acceptor-doped SrTiO3 [20]), accompanied by a strong
increase of the electron concentration, also provide a consistent explanation for the electrocoloration in our case: blackening ﬁrst occurs close to
the cathode, where oxygen vacancies accumulate, and it is reversible by
annealing.
However, the coloration front moves much slower than the time
constant of oxygen stoichiometry polarization in PZT would suggest
(cf. [22]). In a separate conductivity relaxation study, the chemical diffusion coefﬁcient of oxygen was measured, [38] and was found to be so
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Fig. 6. (a) Propagation of the blackening front with time. Layers were stressed with 10 V at 500 °C. For each image, a fresh PZT layer (on the same sample) was degraded for the given time,
then quenched to room temperature and polished under a ﬂat angle to the electrode plane, cf. Fig. 5. The respective lower electrode is the anode. First blackening is observed near the
cathode after ~900 s and propagates toward the anode. After ~3000 s, the center of the layer is reached and the coloration front does not move further, even when applying the voltage
for longer times. (b) Layer after 6000 s ﬁeld load and annealed for longer times. No de-coloration effect is visible.

high that much faster recovery of the coloration by chemical diffusion in
y-direction should take place at the temperatures used here. This
discrepancy between expected degradation and recovery times for
rate-limiting oxygen transport and the times measured in this study is
conﬁrmed by comparison with electrocoloration experiments in
acceptor-doped SrTiO3 [20,40]. For similar electric ﬁelds, the color
front moves 3 mm within 4800 s at temperatures as low as 220 °C and
annealing of the color front took place within 2 h at 340 °C.
In addition to this, oxygen vacancy concentrations in our nominally
donor-doped PZT samples are rather low, despite PbO evaporation during sintering [37,41]. Simple redistribution of the very few bulk oxygen
vacancies during ﬁeld load, with roughly a doubling in the blackened
zone, can hardly cause the strong coloration effects observed here.
Therefore, a redistribution of lead vacancies upon ﬁeld is suggested as
the origin of our measured effects. Lead vacancies seem to be optically
inactive (see DFT calculations in Section 4), but a lowered lead vacancy
concentration in the blackened cathodic region is expected to induce
additional electrons in the conduction band for counter-balancing the
Nd3 + doping. More lead vacancies in the anodic area, on the other
hand, should increase the local hole conductivity. We do not exclude

such a local increase of electronic charge carriers as origin of the blackening, but consider it as a less probable scenario since additional electronic charge carriers should also enhance local conductivities.
Experimental evidence of low resistances in the bulk core region was
not found, cf. Fig. 8.
We therefore suggest as an alternative model with (i) the blackening
of donor-doped PZT involving motion of the slow lead vacancies (thus
explaining the time scales), (ii) oxygen vacancies acting as the optically
active defects, and (iii) the majority of these oxygen vacancies being located in space charge zones at grain boundaries. The corresponding processes are sketched in Fig. 9. Motion of lead vacancies as a majority
charge carrier affects all minority carrier concentrations, even if relative
changes of the lead vacancy concentration are small. Accordingly, a
slight depletion of lead vacancies in the cathodic area may locally turn
the hole conducting PZT into an electron conductor with still low conductivity. Electron-conducting donor-doped perovskite-type oxides
may easily form space charge layers with a depletion of negative charge
carriers, cf. PTC resistors based on BaTiO3 [42]. In such space charges,
positive charge carriers become accumulated, and in our PZT, we may
therefore ﬁnd space charge layers with enhanced oxygen vacancy

Fig. 7. By annealing in pure oxygen at 600 °C for ca. 16 h, the stressed layer (l.h.s. 500 °C, 10 V) completely recovered the initial light brown color of PZT (r.h.s).
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Fig. 8. (a) Complex impedance response of a virgin PZT layer (squares) and PZT (only core bulk zone) after resistance degradation (circles) at 500 °C, 50 V. The impedance after ﬁeld load
can be ﬁtted to a serial combination of two R-CPE elements. (b) Time dependence of the total resistance of a degraded PZT layer at 600 °C annealing temperature. (c) Time dependence of
the two resistances resulting from the ﬁt model for annealing the core bulk zone of a degraded layer (25 V at 500 °C, then annealed at 500 °C). (d) Associated capacitances of the ﬁt and sum
of the inverse capacitances.

concentrations. Owing to the low bulk concentrations of the charge carriers and the large permittivity of PZT, space charge thicknesses can be
rather large (see above); a few 100 nm are realistic and indeed such
space charge layers are found in near-surface regions of PZT by tracer
diffusion experiments [37]. Those space charges can accommodate signiﬁcant amounts of oxygen vacancies and this is suggested to cause the
blackening in our study.
The localization of optically active oxygen vacancies in space charge
zones rather than in the entire bulk of the PZT grains could also explain
the inhomogeneous appearance of the blackening with bright spots (see
Fig. 4); those spots might be space charge free regions within grains.
This assumption of high vacancy concentrations in space charge zones
at grain boundaries of PZT is also supported by recent tracer diffusion
studies into polarized donor-doped PZT. There, very fast oxygen tracer
diffusion along grain boundaries was induced by ﬁeld load at 500 °C
[43] and oxygen vacancy accumulation in space charges along grain
boundaries is a possible cause. Moreover, grain boundary space charges
with electron depletion may explain occurrence of the two semicircles
in our impedance spectra.
The question remains, from where the supposed oxygen vacancies in
the space charges originate. One explanation is the core of the grain
boundaries: There, PbO evaporation during sintering might cause larger
amounts of lead and oxygen vacancies than in the bulk and these (probably optically inactive) oxygen vacancies might then enter the space
charge regions when lead vacancies from grain and grain boundaries
move to the anode. In the space charge zone, PZT is crystallographically
in its bulk structure, and oxygen vacancies are optically active. Admittedly, despite being in accordance with several experimental observations,

this model is still somewhat speculative and only qualitative. Pumping
of silver ions from the anode into the PZT lattice may also take place in
the core bulk region of the PZT layers (without ﬁlament formation),
and this could affect defect concentrations, even though major changes
are then expected near to the anode while coloration starts close to the
cathode. For further information on defect chemical effects upon ﬁeld
load, additional measurements on optical properties, electrical properties, and tracer diffusivities are required.
4. DFT calculations
4.1. General remarks
Only a few DFT studies considered the effects of defects in lead
zirconate titanate (PZT), see, e.g., Ref. [44–46]. The major focus of most
calculations was laid on the interaction of neutral oxygen vacancies
with their neighboring atoms and their effect on binding length, binding
angles, and electron density distribution. Oxygen vacancies in strontium
titanate (STO), lead zirconate (PZO), and lead titanate (PTO) have been
identiﬁed to produce electron traps in the band gaps (N3 eV), which results in a shift of the Fermi energy in these systems [45].
In this study, periodic band structure calculations of perfect and defective PZT were performed using Wien2K, a full-potential linearizedaugmented plane wave (FP-LAPW) program package to solve the DFT
Kohn–Sham equations in solids [31]. The atomic sphere radii of Pb, Zr,
Ti, and O were chosen as 2.5, 1.97, 1.80, and 1.50 bohr, respectively. A
plane wave cutoff of 25 Ry was used and the Brillouin-zone integrations
used k-meshes of up to 8 × 8 × 8 k-points. Exchange and correlation
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Fig. 9. Sketch illustrating the suggested defect chemical processes in the PZT ceramics upon voltage load (Ag ﬁlament formation is not considered here, see Section 3.1). On a short time
scale, the small amount of oxygen vacancies is redistributed but due to their low concentration coloration does not result. On a long time scale, lead vacancies redistribute (with still small
relative concentration changes) and cause a transition from hole to electron conduction close to the cathode. These electrons lead to a space charge layer at grain boundaries with electron
depletion and oxygen vacancy accumulation. The latter causes the coloration.

effects were treated with the PBE-GGA functional [33]. We simulated PZT
in a defect-free and perfectly ordered idealized lattice as well as in lattices
with typical defects in the paraelectric phase. The defective structures
contained different vacancy types (A-site cation vacancy—further referred as Pb vacancy, oxygen vacancy—O-vacancies, as well as a Pb–O vacancy pair—Pb–O vacancy) with a Zr/Ti ratio of 1:1, i.e., Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3.
Speciﬁcally, we considered the following structures:
• PZT originating from an ideal perovskite-type cubic lattice (a0 = 4.07 Å)
and face-centered cubic Zr/Ti ordering in a 2 × 2 × 2 supercell (PZT).
• Face-centered 2 × 2 × 2 supercell structures originating from the PZTsupercell mentioned above with an oxygen vacancy, leading to a cell
with 80 atoms (O-vac) (see Fig. 10).
• Supercell structures (as above) with a lead vacancy (Pb-vac).
• Supercell structures (as above) with a combination of one oxygen and
one lead vacancy Pb-O-vac). The vacancy pairs are either nearest neighbors (distance about 2.9 Å) or separated as much as possible (distance
about 6.3 Å) within the supercell.

The 80 atom supercells should be large enough to prevent interactions between defects in the periodic calculation. Full structural optimization of all atomic positions in the unit cell were performed until the
resulting forces became smaller than 1 mRy/bohr.
Optical properties were calculated by the OPTIC module integrated
into WIEN2k [47,48]. However, it is well known that standard GGA calculations severely underestimate band gaps of insulators and semiconductors [34,49] and the optical properties are strongly dependent on the
accurate band gap. Therefore, the ﬁnal density of states (DOS) as well as
the optical properties were calculated using the semilocal TB-mBJ potential [49]. The original Becke–Johnson (BJ) potential is an accurate approximation to the exact-exchange optimized potential in free atoms
and the modiﬁcations by Tran and Blaha (TB) [49] enable this method
to obtain band gaps in solids with an accuracy comparable to much

more expensive GW calculations and in good agreement with
experiment.
4.2. Results and discussion: inﬂuence of defects on optical properties
There is a large amount of theoretical work in literature[44,50–55],
which is focused on various structural effects of pure PbZrO3 or PbTiO3
as well as Pb(Zr0.5Ti0.5)O3, both in the ferroelectric as well as the

Fig. 10. Isosurface of the localized charge density of the O vacancy band in a fcc 2 × 2 × 2
supercell of PZT. The strong inward relaxation of Pb-nearest neighbors is also visible.
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paraelectric phase. Also, the stability of various vacancies or dopants
was studied before, but not the effects due to a combination of Pb and
O vacancies. In addition, most of this work employed DFT-GGA and
thus cannot reliably predict band gaps or optical properties. Here we
focus in particular on the origin of coloration effects observed in PZT,
which are predominantly attributed to oxygen vacancies, but other defects or defect combinations may be considered as source as well.

4.3. Ideal PZT lattice
After relaxation of the atomic positions of the ideal cubic lattice the
oxygen atoms move closer to Ti, such that the Ti-O distance (1.98 Å) is
about 0.1 Å smaller than the Zr-O distance (2.09 Å). The partial DOS
for undisturbed PZT is given in Fig. 11a showing a band gap of N3 eV
as expected for a transparent insulating material. The band around
− 6 eV originates mainly from Pb-6 s states, while the main valence
band up to EF is dominated by O-2p states, but signiﬁcant contributions
of Zr and Ti-d states (predominantly at lower energies) as well as Pb-6p
states (toward the top of the valence band) are also present, indicating
some degree of covalency. The ﬁrst conduction bands originate from
Ti-3d t2g contributions, while the Ti-3d eg states are about 2 eV higher
in energy. Their position coincides rather well with the Zr-4d t2g states,
which are separated from their eg counterparts by an even larger crystal
ﬁeld splitting (~ 3.5 eV). The unoccupied Pb-6p states are located between the crystal ﬁeld splitted Zr-d states. The imaginary part of the dielectric function ε2 from our optical calculations (Fig. 12) indicates that
there is no signiﬁcant light absorption in the range of VIS (approximately until 3 eV), and therefore PZT with undisturbed lattice should be
transparent. In particular, the signiﬁcant rise of our calculated ε2 starts
at 3.5 eV and is in good agreement with the experimental optical band
gap of 3.66 eV [56].
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4.4. PZT lattice with point defects
The introduction of different types of vacancies leads to changes in the
DOS and the optical absorbance with additional states visible in the energy range of the band gap of the ideal structure. When introducing a Pb
(or O) vacancy, we preserve a rather high cubic symmetry (F-43 m)
and thus prevent relaxation into a low symmetry ferroelectric phase.
The Pb vacancy leads to rather modest structural relaxations of the neighboring atoms. Some of the Pb–O distances reduce by 0.1 Å to 2.77 Å; the
Zr-O and Ti-O distances split by about 0.05 Å only, while the O–O distances next to the vacancy split by up to 0.2 Å. The partial DOS of calculations with one Pb vacancy is shown in Fig. 11b. For a neutral Pb vacancy,
the two missing electrons per unit cell shift the Fermi Energy into the top
of the valence band compared to the ideal structure. In general, there are
rather small changes in the DOS, and in particular, we do not ﬁnd any localization of vacancy states, indicating an overall metallic state and PZT
with Pb vacancies would no longer be an insulator. Optical calculations
indicate a high absorbance in the low energy (mainly infrared) regime
(only interband transitions are shown in Fig. 12), but the onset of the
main absorption peak near 4 eV is not much affected.
The introduction of an oxygen vacancy into the supercell causes
much larger structural distortions. The 12 equal Pb–O distances
(2.88 Å) split and spread over a wide range from 2.6 to 3.2 Å, leading
to the small cage visible in Fig. 10. The Zr-O and in particular the Ti-O
bond opposite to the O vacancy is reduced by 0.10 and 0.17 Å, respectively. The O vacancy leads also to a signiﬁcant change of the DOS
(Fig. 11c), indicating a trap in the former band gap of the ideal structure.
These vacancy states are localized predominantly at the O vacant site
(see Fig. 10) and the surrounding Pb atoms, while the more localized
metal d-states are less involved and hardly affected. Optical calculation
of this speciﬁc case (Fig. 12) indicate an absorbance of light in the whole
range of VIS and would lead to a “blackening” of the material.

Fig. 11. Partial DOS (in states/eV) of (a) ideal cubic PZT, (b) a Pb vacancy in a fcc 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of PZT, (c) an O vacancy in a fcc 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of PZT, and (d) an O-Pb vacancy pair in
a fcc 2 × 2 × 2 supercell of PZT.
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only oxygen vacancies in sufﬁciently high concentration can explain a
blackening of the material. This enhanced oxygen vacancy concentration may result indirectly from the ﬁeld driven changes of lead vacancy
concentrations: These changes cause different concentrations of electronic charge carriers and may cause built-up of space charges along
grain boundaries with electron depletion and oxygen vacancy accumulation. Impedance spectra reveal a splitting of the originally one arc into
two arcs upon ﬁeld load and a relaxation behavior, which is not directly
coupled to the optical changes. This additional arc ﬁts well to the
assumption of resistive space charge layers at grain boundaries. Accordingly, we suggest that mainly space charge regions in PZT are responsible for the observed optical and electrical effects during and after ﬁeld
load at 500 °C.
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Fig. 12. Imaginary part of the dielectric function ε2 (only from interband transitions) vs.
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